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Introduction

Talking about myself and topics that interest me. Cute, small community stuff 
always triggers my attention. It’s one of the most comforting human things we 
do. Heartwarming interactions and low key interventions is what in my 
opinion makes people smile, laugh, help, try and live.





Commitment

I’m always interested in the people who take care of these spaces and put 
commitment into them. For these two pictures the educational aspect giving 
to it is of great value to me as well skills as social wise.





Connector

In this image we clearly see a fence that blocked off the community garden 
from the street. While I would like to value these places as connectors for 
open and public space they are yet to be protected from it’s surrounding city 
life. The different people that take a look at these places is a great tool 
organize events or meeting as a connector for a neighborhood. In my opinion 
they are often ‘under-valued’ and just labeled as ‘cute’.





Contrast

The contrast these places create in a city supports for a healthy lifestyle and 
provides more choices to it’s inhabitants. 





Community?

In the back of this image we see a clear group of people. Although it’s fenced 
off and closed off. Does this mean it is sometimes impossible to keep people 
from harming it. Or is there the need to privatize.



Spontaneous city growth



Spontaneous growth of a city is what creates a livable area full of surprises 
and events. Controlling this is healthy needed but the freedom must be there 
and not out ruled. I’m extremely interested in how this freedom is used by 
people.









Short Term

The short term changes of a place create a diverse environment in which 
different people can express themselves in different ways and times.









Attraction

I do have a personal attraction to forgotten and lost spaces which can be 
re-purposed with new ideas and possibilities











Core Values
for me as a designer.

 Community
 Listening
 Togetherness

In my work as a designer these are the values that I always try to catch. For 
me it is important to design for ‘the people’. We have enough products al-
ready for me the experience will be more of a main act in my projects.

 Interactor & Observer
 Coincidences
 Experimenter

Observing and interaction go hand in hand. In this way take control over 
where you put the interaction and where you become the observer. Then I 
think it is extremely important to take coincidental surprises in account; the 
‘one lost story’ could be everything you need. Also experimentation is in my 
roots as well as with medium as in social behaviour this is important.

 Short term
 Long term
 Growth

When you work with people you should always consider the fact that there 
are momentarily events or ones that stay longer or even grow outside of your 
reaches as the starter (design yourself out). So comparing the situation you 
can bring with your ideas will give more insight for the people you work with 
and the role you take as a designer.



RQ

‘How can local communities change the relevance/richness of an area?’


